Proton-detected polarization optimized experiments (POE) using ultrafast magic angle spinning solid-state NMR: Multi-acquisition of membrane protein spectra.
Proton-detected solid-state NMR (ssNMR) spectroscopy has dramatically improved the sensitivity and resolution of fast magic angle spinning (MAS) methods. While relatively straightforward for fibers and crystalline samples, the routine application of these techniques to membrane protein samples is still challenging. This is due to the low sensitivity of these samples, which require high lipid:protein ratios to maintain the structural and functional integrity of membrane proteins. We previously introduced a family of novel polarization optimized experiments (POE) that enable to make the best of nuclear polarization and obtain multiple-acquisitions from a single pulse sequence and one receiver. Here, we present the 1H-detected versions of POE using ultrafast MAS ssNMR. Specifically, we implemented proton detection into our three main POE strategies, H-DUMAS, H-MEIOSIS, and H-MAeSTOSO, achieving the acquisition of up to ten different experiments using a single pulse sequence. We tested these experiments on a model compound N-Acetyl-Val-Leu dipeptide and applied to a six transmembrane acetate transporter, SatP, reconstituted in lipid membranes. These new methods will speed up the spectroscopy of challenging biomacromolecules such as membrane proteins.